HPRy Conditions of Use

Access to the Health Provider Registry (HPRy)
By signing the consent form to list and access records on the HPRy, all users (including
organisations, services, practices and individual providers) agree to the following terms and
conditions of use:
1.
Access to information on the HPRy can only be used by subscribed health services to
send individual patient information.
2.
The information contained on the HPRy will not be duplicated or provided to any third
parties by the user accessing the HPRy.
3.
The supplied username and password can only be shared between staff within the
stated location (concurrent access allowed).
4.
All online access and paper copies are maintained securely within the user location, and
passwords and user names must be kept confidential.
5.
The user must advise Summit Health immediately if there is reason to suspect that the
HPRy is being accessed contrary to the purpose.
6.
The data and intellectual property associated with the HPRy and all printed versions at
all times remain the property of Summit Health.
7.
Summit Health reserves the right to withdraw access to the HPRy at any time.
8.
The user must not sub-license, assign, share, sell, rent, lease or otherwise transfer its
right to use or access the HPRy without the prior consent of Summit Health
9.
The user agrees to update changes such as health provider movements by using the
HPRy website.
10. Summit Health does not warrant, guarantee or make any representation regarding the
use, or the results of the use, of the HPRy in terms of correctness, accuracy, reliability,
functionality or otherwise.
11. Summit Health or its employees will not be responsible for any loss, damage, cost or
expense suffered or incurred by the service or practice as a result of or arising from the
service’s or practice’s failure to access the HPRy or the quality of data contained within.
12. Summit Health will add a practice’s email address (as stated in the above username
field) to a mailing list in order to keep practices informed of updates to the service.
13. The HPRy can only be accessed through the HPRy website
www.healthproviders.com.au
14. The HPRy contains a seed record to track inappropriate use.
15. A full privacy policy can be viewed at https://www.healthproviders.com.au/forms_info.php

Please direct any enquiries to  hpry@summithealth.org.au or 08 8406 7797

